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and commitment to implementation of lso 9001 :2008 is use for drtry CLrty
management system.

We are satisfied with the customer and the production Of ape a a trf

that is competitive with other countries. Including controning the ffiE±-I frnE]/

delivery to meet the requirement of customers. It also targets the il€at
supplier in Asia.

Furthermore to provide quality policy to achieve goals. AIl partis n&
share with the help seriously and continuously. Based on the folloutry nJt£
1. Are aware of the process producing quality work by realizing the
process next.
~_``
2. Monitoring, solving and prevention to eliminate the problen Of
product quality.
3. Control and follow the rules in the Quality Management Systenl

4. All departments set objectives, goals, plans and implements. sum
monitoring system, including improving continuously.

5. F}educe complaints from customers using the claim meeting sessiincluding track problem issues very seriously and continuously track the
problem.

Environmental and Energy Policy
Kobelco & Materials Copper Tube IThailand) Co.,Ltd.realized the

importance of Environmental, Energy and Natural resources. It was set ip
system of management environment and energy with its policy to comply
with in order to maintain improve environment to use natural resources
and energy as well as to improve production activity continue as follows

1. In accordance with the law requirements on the Environment EJrm/
conservation, Energy management by the rules to prepare a standard `^rf
the operations of the company.
2. Maintenance system improved environment for the use of energy
resources to become such benefit worth more officient caused at least
environment impact.
3. To prepare objectives and the related to prevent pollution, \Arfue
magaement, the environmental management, the use of resources. the ice
of energy to lead to practice and review the long-term in order to conthlousL

4. Support for fiscal year. personnel, equipment, tools, time and ki
to comply with the policy.
5. Provide training course to all employee about Environmental a

Energy Policy for acknowledgement and understanding also disckre to
the public and interesting person after request in order to inspire the
awareness to conserve natural resources and energy.
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Copper tube and inner grooved tubes.
AS PIPING MATERIAL FOR OUR FRESH LIFE.
copper tube is used as heat exchangers for refrigerators. air conditioners and racliators.
because of its properties of easy shaping into fine diameter tubing. Especially, the latest inner

grooved tube can be manufactured to meet any demand.

ISO 9001
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F3ecognizes and is committed to bring

the system to the lso 9001 quality
management system. The reliance on
E-i--

customer satisfaction. And that it will

produce high quality copper pipe.
Controlled delivery to meet the needs of
customers. To achieve high customer
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The Company recognizes the importance
of the Environment, Energy and Natural
Resources. It has established an
environmental management system
lso 14001 and Energy Management
to comply with the law. Maintenance
and improve the environment by using
energy resource full efficiency.
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